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III. EUROPEAN PROFESSIONAL BOILIE CUP   
XXVVIIIIII..  SSBBSS  --  PPVV  TTVV  --  MMAACCOONNKKAA  IINNTTEERRNNAATTIIOONNAALL  BBOOIILLIIEE  CCUUPP  

Hungary - Bátonyterenye, Lake Maconka 
04-09. June 2012.  

 

TIMETABLE 

       
 
 

Starting day of applications and registration: 26.03.2012. 
Confirmation of application, request for additional data: upon 8 days of receipt [�02] 
Publishing Finalized OR: 15.05.2012. 
Changes or modifications of the OR: 3 days after acceptance of changes.  [�26] 
Considering applications, notifications by BSHE: 18.05.2012  [�04] 
Final changes tothe OR:  19.05.2012 [�27] 
Deadline for advance payments, participants list: 25.05.2012 [�06,07] 
Publishing participants list, list of judges and marshalls: 25.05.2012. 
Finalized participants list: 29.05.2012.[�08] 
Publishing event map, order of the draw: 03.06.2012. 
Receiving the teams: 03.06.2012, 12:00 – 04.06.2012. 11:00 [�11,12,17] 
Seting up jury, open jury meeting: 04.06.2012. 08:00-08:30  
 

Event: 04-09.06.2012, Monday-Sunday  
Monday  

Arrival: 11:00 
Registration, payment, handing out food tickets: 07:00-08:00, 09:00-12:00 
Last opportunity of replacing 1 angler, draw: 12:30 [�05,18] 
Moving into the pegs: from around 14:00, after the draw [�19] 
Start of feeding:15:00 [�20] - one hornblow - 
Start of angling: 17:00 [�15] - three hornblows - 
Publishing participants list, results of draw and placements: around 20:00 

Heavy feeding: Monday 16:00-19:00, Tuesday-Friday 07:00-19:00, Saturday 07:00-10:00 [�21] 
Replacement of buoys: Tuesday-Friday 07:00-19:00 [�22] 
Receiving guests in the pegs: Tuesday-Friday 9:00-19:00 [�13] 
Midtime results published: Tuesday-Friday around 12.00 and 23.00 [�23] 
Objections: objections concerning midtime results can be handed in before the next midtime results [�10] 
Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 13:00-14:30 [�14] 

Saturday  
End of the event: 12:00 [�16] - three long hornblows - 
Objections concerning the final result latest: 14:00 [�25] 
Prize ceremony at around: 15:00 [�24] 
Obligatory photo shooting, interviews at around 16:00-17:00 
Publishing the final results ont he internet at around 19:00 

 

Publishing official results and statistics: 18.06.2012.  
Returning advance payment in case the event is canceled due to Vis Maior: 20.06.2012.[�09] 
Revision of delegational system: 28.09.2012. [�03] 
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